A multi-criteria appraisal of the selection of means of urban passenger transport using the Electre and AHP methods
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Abstract
This article presents the main components of the multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) methodology and their application in the assessment of several public transportation solutions in a specific traffic corridor. The corridor in question is 15 km long and runs through the centre of Wrocław, Poland. The analysis focused on six alternative scenarios. The following elements were taken into consideration in their design: alternative means of land transport; different types of vehicles and priorities for public transportation; location of bus and tram stops. The individual solutions were assessed based on six criteria designed to measure different aspects of the problem with the use of two alternative MCDM methods: Electre III/IV and AHP. Computational experiments established the final ranking of transport solutions in the corridor from best to worst in terms of the analysed criteria.
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1. Introduction

A public transport system is a complex operational system that is available to the general public and carries fare-paying passengers by means of a variety of transportation modes (underground/metro, buses, trams, light-rail) from their origins to their destinations on fixed routes and according to a predetermined timetable [2, 3, 28]. Public transport systems are usually operated in large cities and in densely populated areas. Large cities maintain public transport systems because they often have more traffic congestion and less parking space than smaller towns. Urban transportation helps reduce the number of vehicles on the road and it is a convenient option for people travelling over relatively short distances.

The main objective of a public transport system is to provide the passengers with a high quality service. Public transport systems encompass organised forms of passenger transport that are regulated by law and utilise publicly available space and infrastructure. Public transport systems should be characterised by the following features:

- integration (between modes) and coordination,
- safety, security and reliability for passengers,
- economic efficiency and providing good value for money,
- easy access and support for economic growth,
- health and environmental sensitivity.

Public transport systems are usually managed, organised and operated by companies called public transportation operators. These companies can be classified into two main types: common carriers and contract carriers. Common carriers are usually operated by city or regional government agencies and are open to all members of the public who are willing to pay the stated fare. Common carrier systems include transport services that are run along established routes within a city or metropolitan area, allowing people to travel without using cars or other private modes of personal transport. Contract carriers are privately-run companies that provide customised transportation services, e.g. door-to-door transportation services or a specifically designed single trip to a given destination. Contract carriers are usually more expensive than common carriers but can offer a higher level of transportation service, including transporting passengers to places which are not accessible by bus or metro and/or operating at times when a common carrier service may not be scheduled.

Similar to other complex operational systems, public transport systems face a variety of different, complicated and challenging problems. The most important problems in public transport planning are: designing the most suitable transport network which meets to the needs and expectations of passengers; defining rational timetables that guarantee matching between supply, demand and sufficient fleet utilisation; assuring appropriate funding for transport infrastructure maintenance and development; fleet composition and replacement; satisfying the interests of different stakeholders, including passengers that demand high transportation standards; providing environmentally friendly solutions; assuring coordination and integration between different transportation modes; improvement of the transportation infrastructure such that it guarantees better travel conditions for disabled and elderly persons.
Different transportation projects and solutions are focused on the elimination of and/or the allaying of the above-mentioned public transport problems. Different public transportation projects and solutions require thorough and comprehensive appraisal. In many cases, the analysed projects must be ranked and prioritised due to limited availability of financial resources. Thus, proper appraisal of public transportation projects is highly important. In this appraisal, different aspects of technical, economic, social and environmental needed to be taken into account. Interests of different stakeholders are also analysed. The authors of different publications \([7, 12, 20, 22, 23]\) prove that appraisal of public transportation projects should involve the analysis of between eight and twenty-one parameters. The most commonly used characteristics include \([11–16, 25]\): punctuality, frequency, safety, comfort, accessibility, journey time and cost, regularity, waiting time, investment profitability (e.g. passenger’s time savings, lower operating costs), financial efficiency.

Many of the above-mentioned criteria are in conflict with each other and a compromise solution \([27]\) must be found to at least partially satisfy them. In such circumstances, the methodology of MCDM constitutes a valuable methodological framework for the appraisal of alternative public transportation projects. This methodology enables the decision maker (DM) to carry out a comprehensive appraisal of the public transportation projects in which several, often conflicting points of view must be taken into account \([11]\).

This paper presents the application of multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) methodology to the appraisal of alternative transport solutions designed for a specific traffic corridor in a medium-sized metropolitan area. The corridor is situated in the central part of the city and has a length of 15 km. The scenarios are designed heuristically, using common sense and expert knowledge. Two alternative MCDM methods – Electre III/IV and AHP – are applied in the appraisal process.

The paper is composed of five sections. In the introduction, the background to the research is presented. Section 2 focuses on the description of the MCDM methodology which is the major methodological framework applied in the article; in this section, the applied MCDM methods are characterised. Section 3 presents the construction of scenarios. In section 4, the appraisal of scenarios is carried out; this section includes definitions of the consistent family of criteria, modelling of the decision maker’s (DM) preferences and results of computational experiments. The last section is comprised of the final conclusions followed by a list of references.

2. Multiple criteria decision making methodology

2.1. Definition of multiple criteria decision making

Multi-criteria decision making is a dynamically developing field which aims at giving the decision maker some tools in order to enable him/her to advance in solving complex decision problems, where several – often contradictory – points of view must be taken into account \([27]\). In contrast to the classical techniques of operations research, multi-criteria methods do not yield the ‘objectively best’ solutions, because it is impossible to generate such solutions which are simultaneously the best from all points of view \([29]\).
The multi-objective decision problem is a situation in which having defined a set of actions/scenarios/solutions $A$ and a consistent family of criteria $F$, the DM tends to [27]:

- define a subset of $A$ which is the best with respect to $F$ (choice problem),
- divide a set of $A$ according to certain norms (sorting problem),
- rank actions/scenarios/solutions/variants in $A$ from best to worst, according to $F$ (ranking problem).

The main attributes of multi-criteria decision problems are the set of action/scenarios/solutions/variants $A$ and a consistent family of criteria $F$. The set of action $A$ is a set of decision objectives, candidates, scenarios or actions which is analysed and appraised as part of the decision making procedure. The set of $A$ can be defined directly in the form of a complete list or indirectly in the form of certain rules and formulas that determine feasible actions/scenarios/solutions/variants, e.g. in the form of constraints. The consistent family criteria $F$ should be characterised by the following features [19]: it should provide a comprehensive and complete appraisal of $A$; each criterion in $A$ should have a specific direction of preferences (minimized – min or maximized – max) and should not be related to other criteria in $F$. The domain of each criterion in $F$ should be disjoint with the domains of other criteria.

The MCDM methodology clearly identifies the major participants of the decision making process, such as the DM and the analyst, and describes their roles in this process. The DM (an individual or a group of individuals) defines the objectives of the decision process, expresses preferences and then evaluates the generated results. Finally, s/he selects the best solution, which is the most desirable scenario. The analyst, who is an external person in the decision making process. Their role is to construct a decision model and select the most appropriate tool to solve the decision problem. The analyst explains the consequences of certain actions to the DM and then recommends the most desirable action.

In accordance with [19, 27], MCDM methods are usually classified as:

- methods of American inspiration, based on the utility function (e.g. AHP [21], UTA [9]) that aggregate different criteria (points of view) into one global criterion called the utility function – these methods eliminate incomparability between scenarios,
- methods of the European (France) inspiration based on the outranking relation (e.g. ELECTRE III/IV methods [1, 18], Promethee I and II [1]), Oreste ([17]) that take into account the incomparability between scenarios,
- interactive methods (e.g. GDF [6], SWT ([8]), Steuer ([26]) that are based on the ‘trial and error’ approach in each iteration of the solution search procedure and characterised by phases of computation alternating with phases of decision making.

Multi-criteria decision making is characterised by methods that support planning and decision processes through collecting, storing and processing different kinds of information and constructing a viable idea of how to solve a multi-criteria decision problem.

The decision process for a multiple criteria problem is described by the following distinct phases:

- definition and construction of the problem (scenarios),
- definition of a set of consistent family of criteria,
identification of the preference system of the decision maker,
selection of the multi-criteria method appraisal,
computational experiment,
analysis and comparison of results,
choice of the best solution and conclusion.

In this paper, two multiple objective ranking methods of MCDM (ELECTRE III/IV and AHP) are applied to evaluate alternative transportation solutions (scenarios) for a specific transportation corridor. The corridor is located in a medium sized metropolitan area, in the city of Wrocław, Poland. It stretches from the north-western to the south-eastern boundary of the city and connects the housing estates of Kozanów and Jagodno. The corridor is 15 km long and 1 km wide – it passes through the Popowice housing estate, the central railway station in Wroclaw and the Krzyki residential area. Different transportation modes, including trams and buses, operate along this corridor. For the purposes of calculation, it was assumed that the average journey distance for public transport in Wrocław is 5 km and the average mobility in a working day is around 0.7 journeys per resident per day (this assumption is based on [5]). The maximum passenger flow was assumed at 20,000 passengers for an average 5 km journey.

2.2. Electre III/IV method

The ELECTRE III/IV method belongs to the family of ELECTRE methods proposed by Roy [18] and it is based on the binary outranking relation [24, 28]. In this method, the basic set of data is comprised of the following elements: a finite set of scenarios $A$; a family of criteria $F$; preferential information submitted by the DM. The preferential information is defined in the form of criteria weights – $w$, indifference – $q$, preference – $p$ and veto – $v$ thresholds [24]. Scenarios $a$ and $b$ are considered to be indifferent if the difference between their appraisals $f(a)$ and $f(b)$ on a specific criterion is so small (smaller than $q$) that the DM cannot make any distinction between scenarios. Scenario $a$ is only slightly preferable to scenario $b$ if the difference between their appraisals $f(a)$ and $f(b)$ on a specific criterion is noticeable to the DM (between $q$ and $p$) but s/he is reluctant to prefer one scenario over the other. Scenario $a$ is strongly preferred over scenario $b$ if the difference between their appraisals $f(a)$ and $f(b)$ on a specific criterion is substantial to the DM (between $p$ and $v$) and s/he is convinced that $a$ is preferable to $b$. Scenarios $a$ and $b$ are incomparable if the difference between their appraisals $f(a)$ and $f(b)$ on a specific criterion is so large (larger than $v$) that the DM cannot consider them as comparable objects.

The outranking relation in the ELECTRE III/IV method is built on the basis of the so-called concordance and discordance tests. In the concordance test, a concordance matrix is constructed composed of the global concordance indicators $C(a, b)$. In the discordance test, a discordance index $D_j(a, b)$ is calculated for each criterion $j$. The outranking relation indicates the extent to which $a$ outranks $b$ overall. This relation is expressed by the degree of credibility $d(a, b)$, which is equivalent to the global concordance indicator $C(a, b)$ weakened by the discordance indexes $D_j(a, b)$. The values of $d(a, b)$ are from the interval $[0,1]$. Credibility $d(a, b) = 1$ if, and only if, the assertion $a S b$ ($a$ outranks $b$) is well founded, $d(a, b) = 0$ if there
is no argument in favour of \( a S b \) (not \( a S b - a \) does not outrank \( b \)). The definition of \( d(a, b) \) results in the construction of a credibility matrix based on which the method establishes two preliminary rankings (complete pre-orders) using a classification algorithm (distillation procedure). During this procedure, one can obtain a descending and an ascending pre-order. In the descending distillation, the ranking process starts with the selection of the best scenario, which is placed at the top of the ranking. In the ascending distillation, the scenarios are ranked in the inverse order. The final ranking is generated as an intersection of the above-mentioned complete pre-orders – this can be presented either in the form of the ranking matrix or in the form of the outranking graph. The following situations in terms of the relation between variants can be distinguished there: indifference (\( I \)), preference (\( P \)), lack of preference (\( P^- \)) and incomparability (\( R \)). The method details, described using algorithm flowcharts, formal formulae with equation numbering, were presented in the literature by Vincke, P. [27].

2.3. AHP method – Analytic Hierarchy Process

The AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) method is a multiple objective ranking procedure proposed by T. Saaty [21] which is focused on the hierarchical analysis of the decision problem. The method is based on the multi-attribute utility theory [10] and allows the ranking of a finite set of scenarios \( A \). Through the definition of the overall objective, appraisal criteria, sub-criteria and scenarios, the method constructs the hierarchy of the decision problem. On each level of the hierarchy, the DM’s preferential information is defined in the form of relative weights \( w_a \) based on the pair-wise comparisons of criteria, sub-criteria and scenarios [21]. Each weight represents the relative strength of the compared element against another and is expressed as a number from 1 to 9. All weights have a compensatory character, i.e. the value characterising the less important element (1/2, 1/5, 1/9) is the inverse of the value characterising the more important element in the compared pair (2, 5, 9).

The algorithm of the AHP method focuses on finding a solution for a so-called eigenvalue problem [21] on each level of the hierarchy. As a result, a set of vectors containing normalised, absolute values of weights \( w_a \) for criteria, sub-criteria and scenarios is generated. The sum of the elements of the vector is 1 (100%). The absolute weights \( w_a \) are aggregated by an additive utility function. The utility of each scenario \( i - U_i \) is calculated as a sum of the products of absolute weights \( w_a \) on the path in the hierarchy tree (from the overall goal, through criteria and sub-criteria) the scenario is associated with. The utility \( U_i \) represents the contribution of scenario \( i \) in reaching an overall goal and constitutes its aggregated appraisal that defines its position in the final ranking.

The important element of the AHP algorithm is the investigation of the consistency level of matrices of relative weights \( w_a \) on each level of the hierarchy. Through the calculation of \( \alpha \), the so-called consistency index \( CI \) one can measure how consistent the preferential information provided by the DM is. If the value of \( CI \) is close to 0, the preferential information provided by the DM is considered to be almost perfect. The acceptable level of \( CI \) is below 0.1. The method details described using algorithm flowcharts, formal formulae and equation numbering are presented in the literature by Saaty, T. [21].
3. Construction of scenarios

Six scenarios (V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, V6) have been constructed as alternative transport solutions for the above-described traffic corridor located in Wroclaw, Poland. The following elements have been taken into consideration in the construction of the scenarios:

- alternative modes of transportation (buses and/or trams),
- different types of vehicles considered (standard or articulated buses, different models of trams and buses),
- various approaches to handling transportation priorities for public transport, such as separate bus lanes or tram tracks, traffic lights controlled by bus or tram drivers, no priorities for public transport – buses and trams moving together with the general traffic (private cars, commercial vehicles),
- location and distribution of bus and tram stops along the traffic corridor; different distances between stops,
- alternative technical solutions applied in the construction of bus lanes and tram tracks (different pavements, alternative types of tramways).

In the public transportation modes analysis, only surface transportation modes have been considered. Metro (underground) has been eliminated from considerations due to the fact that it is not a feasible transportation solution for a metropolitan area inhabited by a smaller number of people than 1 million. Metro construction is very expensive and the generated investment costs are very high. Relatively small passenger flows do not guarantee that the investment costs will be paid back. The analysed scenarios are described below [4].

Scenario 1 – standard city-bus

In this scenario, a standard city-bus with a maximum capacity of 100 passengers (for example, Solaris Urbino 12 or Mercedes Citaro O530) is introduced as a means of transportation. The optimal capacity in a standard city-bus is 80. The bus stops are uniformly distributed along the traffic corridor. The average distance between stops is 500 m (the typical distance beyond the city centre area). The average distance pedestrians walk to the bus stop is 389 m and it takes them an average of 5.403 minutes. The bus operational speed is 12 km/h. For a standard city-bus, renewal of the road (width 7 m), investment cost (vehicles) and the cost of maintenance are taken into account.

Scenario 2 – articulated bus

In this scenario, the means of transportation is an articulated bus with a maximum capacity of 176 passengers (for example, Solaris Urbino 18 or Mercedes Citaro O530G). The optimal capacity in an articulated bus is 140. The bus stops are uniformly distributed along the traffic corridor. The average distance between stops is 500 m (the typical distance beyond the city centre area). The average distance pedestrians walk to the bus stop is 389 m and it takes them an average of 5.403 minutes. The bus operational speed is 12 km/h. For articulated buses, renewal of the road (width 7 m), investment cost (vehicles) and cost of maintenance are taken into account.
Scenario 3 – standard city-bus using separate bus lane

In this scenario, a standard city-bus using a separate bus lane with a maximum capacity of 100 passengers (for example, Solaris Urbino 12 or Mercedes Citaro O530) is introduced as a means of transportation. The optimal capacity in this scenario is the same as scenario 1 and is 80. The bus stops are uniformly distributed along the traffic corridor. The average distance between stops is 500 m (the typical distance beyond the city centre area). The average distance pedestrians walk to the bus stop is 389 m and it takes them on average of 5.403 minutes. The bus operational speed is 18 km/h (higher speed applies due to lack of disturbance from traffic and other vehicles). For standard city-buses using a separate bus lane, the building of two bus lanes (width 3.5 m), renewal of the road (width 7 m), investment cost (vehicles) and the cost of maintenance are taken into account.

Scenario 4 – articulated city-bus using separate bus lane

In this scenario, an articulated city-bus using a separate bus lane with a maximum capacity of 176 seats (for example, Solaris Urbino 18 or Mercedes Citaro O530G) is introduced as a means of transportation. The optimal capacity in this scenario is the same as scenario 2 and is 140. The bus stops are uniformly distributed along the traffic corridor. The average distance between stops is 500 m (the typical distance beyond city centre area). The average distance pedestrians walk to the bus stop is 389 m and it takes them on average of 5.403 minutes. The bus operational speed is 18 km/h. For articulated buses using a separate bus lane, the building of two bus lanes (width 3.5 m), renewal of the road (width 7 m), investment cost (vehicles) and cost of maintenance were taken into account.

Scenario 5 – traditional tram

In this scenario, a traditional tram with a maximum capacity of 250 seats (for example, Moderus Beta tramway in Wroclaw or Poznan) is introduced as a means of transportation. The optimal capacity in a traditional tram is 200. The tramway stops are uniformly distributed along the traffic corridor. The average distance between stops is 500 m (typical distance beyond city centre area). The average distance pedestrians walk to the tram stop is 389 m and it takes them on average of 5.403 minutes. The tramway operational speed is 18 km/h. The tram uses a track set into the road for half the route, while for the second half, the tram uses a separate track. For a traditional tram, which uses the road for half the route with the rest on a separate track, the building of a separate tram track, renewal of the separate tram track, building of the tram track into road, renewal of the tram track into road, investment cost (vehicles), maintenance of the tram track in the road and maintenance of the road (width 7 m) are taken into account.

Scenario 6 – fast tram

In this scenario, a fast tram with a maximum capacity of 250 seats (for example – Pesa Twist 32 m long tram in Wroclaw and Silesia or Solaris Tramino tram in Poznan, Olsztyn and planned for Krakow) is introduced as a means of transportation. The optimal capacity in this scenario is the same as scenario 5 and is 200. The tram stops are uniformly distributed along the traffic
corridor. The average distance between stops is 700 m (this has an influence on high speed operation). The average distance pedestrians walk to the fast tram stop is 473 m and it takes them on average of 6.569 minutes. The tram operational speed is 24 km/h. The tram uses a separated tramway line over the entire track, with signal lights assuring tram priorities. For a fast tram whose entire journey is on a separate track away from the influence of car traffic, the building of a separate tram track, the renewal of the separate tram track, the building of the tram track into the road, the renewal of tram track into the road, investment cost (vehicles), maintenance of the tram track into the road and maintenance of the road (width 7 m) are taken into account.

4. Appraisal of scenarios

The scenarios are evaluated by a consistent family of criteria with the application of ELECTRE III/IV and AHP methods. Two different models of decision-maker preferences were created, which is characteristic for these methods. The problem was solved taking into account the passengers’ point of view. The results of computational experiments lead to the final rankings of scenarios. The final stage is the comparison of the obtained results – this shows how different solutions can be obtained.

4.1. Family of criteria

In order to rate the alternatives, a set of a coherent family of six criteria was proposed. These criteria are as follows:

- **Waiting time [minutes]** – average time spent by a passenger at a stop; this criterion is determined as a 0.5 interval; minimised criterion,
- **Riding time [minutes]** – time required to cover the distance of an average trip; this criterion considers the journey distance – 5km and operational speed (this depends on the means of transport); minimised criterion,
- **Accessibility to the stop [minutes]** – time the passenger needs to reach the bus/tram stop; it is the quotient of walking distance to bus/tram stop and walking speed; walking speed was assumed as 1.2 m/s; minimised criterion,
- **Comfort of travel [%]** – share of seated passengers in maximum number of flow; maximised criterion,
- **Cost of rolling stock purchase [zł/km/year]** – converted cost of rolling stock purchase per one passenger; the cost is dependent on length of corridor and journey distance, accepted discount rate, cost of rolling stock purchase; minimised criterion,
- **Cost of building, maintenance and renewal of route [zł/km/year]** – converted cost of building, maintenance and renewal of route per one passenger; the criterion depends on the length of corridor, journey distance, passenger flow, unit cost of building and maintenance of routes and accepted discount rate; cost of building, maintenance and renewal is calculated taking into account a discount rate of 6% for 20 years; the cost was accepted according to actual market values (Table 1.); minimised criterion.
Table 1. Unit cost (market value) of building, renewal, maintenance and investment (vehicles)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Standard bus</th>
<th>Articulated bus</th>
<th>Traditional tramway</th>
<th>Fast tramway</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building of separate tram track</td>
<td>[zł/ km]</td>
<td>12,000,000</td>
<td>18,000,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconstruction of the separate tram track</td>
<td>[zł/ km]</td>
<td>8,000,000</td>
<td>12,000,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building of tram track into road</td>
<td>[zł/ km]</td>
<td>14,000,000</td>
<td>21,000,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconstruction of the tram track into road</td>
<td>[zł/ km]</td>
<td>10,000,000</td>
<td>15,000,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building of two bus lanes (width 3.5 m)</td>
<td>[zł/ km]</td>
<td>4,000,000</td>
<td>4,000,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconstruction of the road (width 7 m)</td>
<td>[zł/ km]</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment cost (vehicle)</td>
<td>[zł/ piece]</td>
<td>1,150,000</td>
<td>1,550,000</td>
<td>4,300,000</td>
<td>8,970,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of maintenance separate track of tram</td>
<td>[zł/km/year]</td>
<td>52,000</td>
<td>62,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of maintenance of tram track into road</td>
<td>[zł/km/year]</td>
<td>72,000</td>
<td>86,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of maintenance of road (width 7 m)</td>
<td>[zł/km/year]</td>
<td>24,000</td>
<td>24,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The calculations exclude the running costs of vehicles, assuming that this cost will on the whole be covered by revenue from sales of tickets. The main characteristic value for each criterion and direction of preferences are described in Table 2.

Table 2. Characteristic parameters of scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Direction of preferences</th>
<th>Average journey distance 5 km Max. number of flow 20,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>V1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1 Waiting time</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3 Accessibility of stop</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>5.403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4 Comfort of travel</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>0.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5 Cost of vehicles purchase</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>0.302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6 Cost of building, maintenance and renewal of route</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2. Modelling of the decision-making preferences

The ELECTRE III/IV and AHP methods, which were described in section two, were applied for assessment. The problem was solved by experts taking into account preferences of the passenger and operator. The ELECTRE III/IV method utilises a preference model based on weights of criteria – \( w \) and thresholds \( q, p \) and \( v \). These thresholds represent the sensitivity of the DM to the changes in criteria values. All four values – \( w, q, p \) and \( v \) are defined separately for each criterion. The model of the DM’s preference characteristic for the ELECTRE III/IV method is presented in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Direction of preferences</th>
<th>Passenger</th>
<th>Operator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( w ) ( q ) ( p ) ( v ) ( w ) ( q ) ( p ) ( v )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1 Waiting time [min]</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 Riding time [min]</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3 Accessibility of stop [min]</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4 Comfort of travel [%]</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5 Cost of purchase [zł/pas]</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6 Cost of building, maintenance and renewal route [zł/pas]</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a result of the computational experiments, two different models of the DM’s preferences were obtained – a graphical (final graph) and a numerical form (ranking matrix) – which take into consideration the relations: I – indifference, P – preference, P* – lack of preference and incomparability – R. The results of the experiments carried out by the ELECTRE III/IV method are presented in Figs 1 & 2.

The results obtained from the ELECTRE III/IV method show that the best solution from the passenger viewpoint is scenario V3 (standard city-bus using a separate bus lane) and from the operator viewpoint, it is scenario V4 (articulated city-bus using a separate bus lane).

In the AHP method, the model of the DM’s preferences is based on the relative weights representing the strengths of particular elements in the pair-wise comparison of criteria and scenarios described in section 2. In the AHP method, the final ranking is based on the computation of the utility function of each scenario. Tables 4 and 5 show the model of DM preferences characteristic of the AHP method for two different DM model preferences.
Table 4. The model of DM preferences characteristic of the AHP method, comparison of criteria – passenger preference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C4</th>
<th>C5</th>
<th>C6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. The model of DM preferences characteristic of the AHP method, comparison of criteria – operator preference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C4</th>
<th>C5</th>
<th>C6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The graphical results of computational experiments carried out by the AHP method are presented in Figs 3 & 4.

The values of the utility function for scenarios counted by the AHP method are aggregated values which show the positions of individual scenarios in the final ranking. The value enables the description of the distances between the individual scenarios – this is not possible in the ELECTRE III/IV method. The best solution, taking passengers’ needs into consideration, is scenario 3 (standard city bus using a separate bus lane); however, taking into consideration the operator’s view of point, the best solution is scenario 4 (articulated city bus using a separate bus lane) in both the AHP and the ELECTRE III/IV method.

5. Summary and conclusion

The paper presents the application of a multi-criteria method of appraising public transport. Various means of transport along a 15 km transportation corridor were evaluated. The experiments were carried out using computer implementations of the ELECTRE III/IV and AHP methods taking into account two models of DM preference: passenger and operator. In the first case (ELECTRE III/IV), the final generated ranking was based on the calculation of the outranking relation, while the second experiment (AHP) was based on the computation of the utility function of each scenario.
Six scenarios were created. First, some scenarios concerning the means of transport using the transportation corridor were created. Next, the consistent family of criteria that assures the comprehensive appraisal of scenarios was defined. The DM’s model of preferences then was created, and in the last step, the problem was solved by special software for multi-criterion assessment (AHP, Electre III/IV). Taking into account passenger preferences, the best scenario is V3 (standard city-bus using a separate bus lane) and the worst scenario is V5 (traditional tram) according to both the AHP and the ELECTRE III/IV methods. Taking into account operator preferences, the best scenario is V4 (standard city-bus using a separate bus lane and fast tram) and the worst scenario is V1 (standard city-bus) according to both the ELECTRE III/IV and the AHP methods. Despite the use of two different MCDM methods, the results obtained are quite similar. This article shows the different functionality of the modes of transport from both the passengers and the operators perspective. The results are somewhat different for operators and passengers because they have different preferences. Some criteria are more important for the passenger (waiting time, accessibility to the bus stop) and some criteria are more important for the operator (cost of purchase). The results of the above-described analysis extend the knowledge on real cases of selection of transportation scenarios and can be used in the practice of decision making by local governments in Polish cities.
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